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Abstract: The uplift of the shorelines in snow-free areas of the Antarctic 

Continent is estimated to be 20-30 m and the retreat of the ice sheet to be 10-

100 km. This paper tries a theoretical interpretation of this uplift in terms of 

static deformation of an elastic semi-infinite medium or multi-layered medium 

due to the diminution of the load on the surface. As the forms of load func

tion, which can be regarded as almost the same as the form of the ice sheet, 

two types of functions are considered as follows: Case I where constant pres

sure acts on the surface within a circular area, and Case II where pressure varies 

with the radius of a circular. As the crust and mantle structures, three models 

(Semi-infinite A, Semi-infinite B, and CANSD) are considered. 

The uplift is calculated by the difference in vertical displacements between the 

initial and the final states of the ice sheet. The initial thickness and the radius 

of ice sheet are denoted by Hand a, and the decreases in thickness and radius 

are denoted by JH and Ja, respectively. The observed uplift can be explained 

by the following either set of Hand JH with fixed a ( = 1700 km) and Ja ( =50 

km) for the Semi-infinite B and the CANSD models; for Case I, H=2.0 km 

and JH=0-0.1 km, and for Case II, H=4.0 km and JH=0-0.1 km. Reason

able values of Hand JH are not obtained for the Semi-infinite A model for 

both Cases I and II. 

1. Introduction 

Because of some fossils of plants and animals found in the Antarctic, it is con

sidered that the Antarctic Continent had a warm climate and snow-free areas before 

Mesozoic era. It is known, however, that for the last 4 million years the continent 

has been covered by thick ice sheet and that the ice sheet on East Antarctica in the 
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Tertiary period was much thicker than the present. At present 90 % of ice on the 
earth is found on and around the Antarctic Continent, and more than 95 % of this 
continent is covered by the ice sheet with the mean thickness of 1 .9 km. Antarctica 
is the only one continent on the earth covered by the ice sheet all the year round. It 
is one of important problems in the solid earth geophysics to investigate the effect of 
huge ice sheet on the topography and properties of the crust and mantle of the Ant
arctic Continent. 

It is known from geomorphological data that the ice sheet on Antarctica has 
repeated advance and retreat in the past several ten million years at least and the ice 
sheet has retreated in the last ten thousand years. The land uplift due to this retreat 
is observed on the shorelines of snow-free areas. 

This paper tries to elucidate the uplift by simple models. Surface deformation 
is computed in the case of simple loading on a confined area of the surface of a semi
infinite or a multi-layered medium. Taking into account the very long time scale 
of the crustal deformation of the Antarctic Continent, it will be enough to consider 
the static deformation due to the retreat of the ice sheet. 

2. Surface Displacement of a Multi-layered Medium 

In this section, we consider a medium composed of n parallel, homogeneous 
layers overlying an elastic half space. We take a cylindrical coordinate system 
(r, cp, z) , the origin being located on the uppermost free surface, and the vertical 
z-axis pointing downward into the half space. The geometry and notations are 
shown in Fig. I. SATO (1971 ) treated the problem of static deformation due to a 
fault in a multi-layered medium. Following that method, the expressions of surface 
displacements due to the axially symmetric load can be obtained. We here report 
the final results, presenting the definitions of some functions in the Appendix. 

Layer 1 Vp1 Vs1 ' d1 

2 Vp2 Vs2 ' d2 

Fig. I. Geometry and notations for a multi-
layered medium. 

=4- .. Vp1=../(J..1+2µ1)/p1; P wave veloc- Vpj Ysj ' dj 
ity of the j-th layer ---

V,1=-V µ1/P1; S wave velocity of 
the j-th layer 

J..1, µ1; Lame's elastic constants of n 
the j-th layer 

VPn Vsn dn 

Pi; density of the j-th layer n+1 Vp n+1 Vs n+1 
d1; thickness of thej-th layer 

z 
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Integral representations of the surface displacements are given by 

(1 ) 

where W*(�) is the Hankel transform of order zero of the load function W(r), that is, 

W*(�)= [ W( r)J0(�r) rdr, 

W(r)= [ W*( �)J0(�r) �d�, 

and J0(�r) and Ji(�r) are the Bessel functions of order zero and one, respectively. 

(2) 

The definitions of Kr( �) and Kz( �) are given in the Appendix, where it is shown 
that Kr and Kz for a semi-infinite medium reduce to ( l-cx1) /cx1 and 1/cxi , respec
tively. 

To evaluate the semi-infinite integrals in eq. ( 1 ) ,  approximations of the functions 
KrC�) and Kz(�) by some integrable functions are necessary for accomplishing integra
tions in an analytical way. Such a technique of evaluating the integrals has also 
been used in a series of the works treating static deformations due to a fault in a multi
layered medium (SATO, 1971; SATO and MATSU'URA, 1 973 ; MATSU'URA and SATO, 
1 975), in which detailed discussions on the technique and its validity are given. In 
the present study, the following types of functions, Fr(or ziC�), are taken as the approxi
mation functions for Kr(or ziC�) respectively. 

Fr( �)=ar+br �cr, 
Fz(�)=az+bz �c, , 
O<cr<l , O<c z <l. 

(3 ) 

These functions are much simpler than those adopted in the study on strain and tilt, 
such as 

+b e:+ 6-klr(or z )e
+d 

e-k2r(orz)e 
llr(or z) r(or z)',, Cr(or z) r(or z) , (4) 

(MATSU'URA and SATO, 197 5), but both of the results calculated from these different 
types of the approximation functions coincide with each other with a sufficient ac
curacy in the present structure model described later. 

The final expressions of the surface displacements reduced from eq. (1 ) by using 
the approximation function Fr(or zi(�) in eq. (3 ) are shown for two special cases. 

C I Wi( ) { Wo, O<r<a ase · r = -
' 

0 , a<r. (5) 
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Replacing the variable r by a normalized one s( =r/a), and the coefficients Cr and cz 

in eq. (3) by t and t' respectively, the surface displacements are written as 

with 

Ur(s)= --��(arlri +hrlr2), l 
(6)  

Uz (s)=-_!V:2 o{!_ (azlz1 +b,lz2), 
µ1 

2' - - ' l ��---_ O<s< 1 
11= r 

l 

2s , I<s, 

l F(}, -}, l; s2), O<s<l, 
I -zl - 1 1 1 1 

2s F(2' i' 2; -s2-), 1 <s, 

-

I'

-

(
-

-

1 -

-

t/2
-
) f sF 1 +2, 2' 2; s2 ' O<s< 1 , 1 2t T(t/2) t 

( 
t t ) 

lrz = _ 2 }I'(t/2) t I ( t t 1) 
I'(I-t/2 )  -4 -si+t-r 1 +2·, 2' 2; s2 , 1 <s, 

(l-t')I'((1-t')/2)F -2-, -2, 1 ,  s ' O<s<I, 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

l 2t 'T((I+t')/2) _ (I+t' t'-l . 2) 
I -

z2- --- ��I'((l +t')/2 )  - __ J__ F(J +_L Ji£ 2. 1) 1 <s (I-t') I'((I-t')/2 ) s i+t ' 2 ' 2 ' ' s2 ' ' 

(10) 

where I'(z) and F(a, (3, r; z) are the Gamma-function and the Gauss' hypergeometric 
function, respectively. 

Case II; W(r)= { 
Wo.J l-(r/a)2 , O<r <a, 
0 , a<r. 

For this case, the expressions of the surface displacements are 

with 

, l<s 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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I --
f -1

-
/jr=(1 - s� ··) O<s< 1 2V 2 2 ' - -

" -l ! R s[ ( 1-- ;, r -s( I- .:. ) sin-• C)]. l<s, 

,.,�j 

!,, � 1 

1 2tF(t/2) t ( t 1 -t . 2) 
2J2 IYJI- -t)/2)(I=tYF 1 + 2 ' - --2--, 2, s ' O<s< l, 

1 2t T'(t/2) 1 ( t t 5 . 1 ) 3,J'.2.1r J\C -i/2) t st+i F 1 + 2 ' 2' 2 ' s2 ' O<s, 

1 2t ' T'((I +t')/2 ) I ( 1 +t' ( t') . 2) 
J2 I'(I-t'/2) - (2-t')F ---2, - l - 2 ' I, s , 

l /2 2t ' T'((l +t')/2) 1 ( 1 +t' 1 +t' 5 . 1 ) 3 -v 7r ['((I �-t')/2S s 1 +t' F 2 ' 2 ' 2, s2 ' I <s, 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

where the quantities s, t, and t' are the same as those in the Case I. The evaluations 
of T'(z) and F(a, (3, r; z) can be numerically done by using a high-speed computer. 

As already stated, Kr(� ) and Kz(� ) for a semi-infinite medium reduce to (1 -a 1)/ 

a1 and l/a1 respectively. And we can get the surface displacements in eqs. (6) and 
(12) by setting 

(17) 

3. Numerical Results 

The equations obtained in the previous section are used to calculate the surface 
displacements. Since only the data on vertical uplift of the surface of the Antarctic 
Continent is available, we consider mainly the vertical displacement Uz , 

If W(r) in the equations is assumed to be due to the ice sheet on the continent, 
the constant factor W0 may be expressed by W0 = p gH, where pis the density of ice, 
g the gravitational acceleration, and H the thickness of ice sheet. In Case II, H 
is taken as the largest thickness of the ice sheet, i. e., the thickness at the center (r=O) 
of the ice sheet. 

As the details of the crust and mantle structure beneath Antarctica are not 
known as yet, for the present multi-layered model, we adopt the model for the Cana
dian Shield (CANSD model) proposed by BRUNE and DORMAN (19 63 ); the CANSD 
model seems to be sufficient to represent the structure beneath the Antarctic Con
tinent for the present study. The parameters of the CANSD model are listed in 
Table 1. For the parameters of the semi-infinite medium, two models are considered. 
The first, which hereafter we refer to as Semi-infinite A, is that with the same para
meters as those in the third layer of the CANSD model. The other, which we call 
Semi-infinite B, is that with parameters which are the thickness-weighted-mean for the 
upper seven layers of the CANSD model. The parameters of the semi-infinite media 
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Table I. CANSD model by BRUNE and DORMAN (1963). 

dj(km) 
layer thickness 

6.0 

10.5 

18.7 

80.0 

100.0 

100.0 

80.0 
00 

--·------------------------------ --

1 V,,1(km/s) 
P-wave velocity 

5.64 

6.15 

6.60 

8.10 

8.20 

8.30 

8.70 

9.30 

3.47 

3.64 

3.85 
4.72 

4.54 

4.51 

4.76 

5 .12 

Table 2. Semi-infinite media A and B used in this study. 
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pj(g/cm3) 
density 

2.70 

2.80 

2.85 

3.30 

3.44 

3.53 

3.60 

3.76 

p(g/cm3) 

2.85 

3.41 

1.5 
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0.0 
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5.0 f3 10.0 
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Fig. 2. Approximation function Fz(/3) for K.(/3) (solid curve). Exact values!of K,(/3) are 
shown by open circles. f3=�a is a nondimensionalized wave number. 
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Fig. 3. Vertical displacements of the surface of the CANSD model (solid curve) and of Semi
infinite B (broken curve) for the Case I load with H ·- I km and a = JOO km. 
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Fig. 5. Vertical displacements of the surface of the CANSD model (solid curve) and of Semi
infinite B (broken curve) for the Case II load with H, , I km and a 0=100 km . 
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A and B are given in Table 2. 
In Fig. 2 approximation function Fz (solid curve ) versus (3= �a, non-dimension

alized wave number, is shown with exact values of Kz ( open circles ). It can be 
easily seen that the simple function Fz approximates fairly well the exact values of Kz. 

Vertical displacements on the surface, Uz in the load Case I, are calculated from 
eq. (6 ) for Semi-infinite B model and the CANSD model, taking the radius of load 
a= 100 km. These displacements are presented in Fig. 3. As is seen in this figure, 
Uz for the CANSD model is larger than that for the Semi-infinite B model in the 
loaded region (r< 100 km ). Fig. 4 shows the vertical displacements for the same 
situation as in Fig. 3, except that here the radius of the ice sheet a is taken as 1000 km. 
ln this case the vertical displacement for the Semi-infinite B model is always larger 
than that for the CANSD model. Similar arguments are valid in Case II, as is seen 
from Fig. 5 (a= 100 km ), and Fig. 6 (a= 1000 km ). 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The raised shorelines are observed at the levels of 20-30 m in the coastal snow
free areas around the Antarctic Continent (TAYLOR, 19 22; NICHOLS, 19 53 ; ADIE, 
19 64; YOSHIDA, 19 70 ). The geographical feature of snow-free areas in Antarctica 
is the glacial landform such as glacial troughs and moraines. From these facts it is 
regarded that the Antarctic in the past had been covered by thicker ice sheet than the 
present. The ice sheet on the Antarctic Continent has retreated about at least 10 km 
to 100 km for the last few million years, which is estimated from the features of the 
continental shelf around the Antarctic Continent. 

The raised shorelines in the Antarctic Continent are considered to be the results 
of the continental uplift after the glaciation. The static deformation described in the 
previous section is applied to interpret this uplift. The uplift at a certain point is 
calculated by the difference in vertical displacements of the surface of crust for the 
initial and final states of the ice sheet. 

The greater part of East Antarctica is geologically characterized by a shield area 
and is covered with a thicker ice sheet than in West Antarctica. The radius of the 
ice sheet in East Antarctica is about 1700 km and the maximum thickness of it is 
about 4 km. A profile of the ice sheet and the Antarctic Continent along the east
west line is shown in Fig. 7 (BENTLEY, 19 6 4). The radius of the ice sheet and its 
maximum thickness in East Antarctica are used for the calculation of the vertical 
displacement. 

In Table 3, the uplift values at the point r= 1680 km for fixed values of a= 

1700 km and Lla= 50 km, with H and L1 H changing from 2 to 4 km and from O to 
0. 1 km are given for three models (Semi-infinite A, Semi-infinite B, and the CANSD) 
in two load cases (Cases I and II ). Here H(km ) is the initial thickness of the ice sheet 
for Case I, and the initial maximum thickness for Case II, and L1 H(km ) is the decrease 
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in H at the final state. Also a is the initial radius of the ice sheet and L1a is the de
crease in a at the final state. 

The uplift values of the Semi-infinite A model in Table 3 are larger than 30 m 
for the resonable values of Hand LJH. This indicates that the Semi-infinite A model 
is not adequate to represent the crust and mantle structure beneath Antarctica. 

To explain the observed fact of 20-30 m in uplift and 10-100 km in retreat, the 
present elasticity study gives two appropriate models : 

for Case I . . .  H=2.0 km, H=0-0. I km, 

for Case II . . .  H= 4.0 km, H=0-0. I km. 

The uplift versus r (distance from the center of the ice sheet) is shown in Fig. 8 for 
Case I (upper part ) and for Case II (lower part). The dotted line shows the uplift 
of the Semi-infinite B model and the solid one is that of CANSD. From the theore
tical results as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 8 , the uplift features between r= 1 600 km 
and 1 700 km seem to be different for two types of load. If more observations of 

-
Table 3. Uplift JU,(m) at r= l680 km. 

- - --

Case I 

-

·-- -- -- --

Case II 

-- - ---

H(km) JH(km) 
A* B ** CANSD A* B ** CANSD 

4 .0  0 82 48 56 39 23 

4 .0  0 . 1  98 57 63 50 30 

3 .0 0 61 35 42 29 17 

3 . 0 0 . 1  79 45 49 40 23 

2 . 0  0 41 23 28 20 1 1  

2 .0  0 . 1  59 33 35 3 1  17 

* A denotes Semi-infinite A. 

** B denotes Semi-infinite B. 

a= 1700 km , .:1a=50 km for all the cases. 
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Fig. 7. Profile of vertical section of the Antarctic Continent along the longitude line of 90° E 
and 90° W. 
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Fig. 8. Uplift LIUz versus r for the Case I load with H=2 km (upper). Uplift LIU. versus r 
for the Case II load with H =4 km (lower). 

uplift are available for the marginal area of the Antarctic Continent, it may be pos
sible to determine which type of load, in other words which model, can give better 
explanation of the uplift of the continent based on the elastic deformation theory. 

The sea level change after glaciation is not discussed here, but the change is esti
mated as less than 10 m and the uplift is corrected by the calculation with a little 
larger value of L1a. 
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Appendix 

In Section 2, integral representations of the surface displacements are given by 
eq. ( 1) as follows, 

The functions Kr(�) and Kz( �) are 

Kr(e)={(PI4+ P24)(Pa2+ P42)-(Pa4 + P44)(P12+ P22)}/ Ll, 

K,(e)= -{(P14+P24)(Ps1 + P41)-(Pa4+ P44)(P11 + P21)}/L1, 
with 

(1 )  

(A . I ) 

(A.2) 

where the matrix [P] whose elements are Pij is the same as that in the paper by 
SATO ( 1971) , and is reproduced here as 

with 

[P]= [En+1J- 1[a!][a!_1] • • • [at], (A.3) 

[E.+1J-•=[ 

1 ,  0, 0, 0 

} 
0, -(l -an+1), (2-an+1), 0 (A.4) 

- 1 ,  0, 0, 1 
0, 1 ,  - 1 , 0 
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(A.5) 

ai= (Ai+ µi ) /() .. i+2µ3), oi = µif µi+h Pi = fdi, Ti
= tanh Pi, (A.6 ) 

)..i and µi being Lame's elastic constants, and di is the thickness of the j-th layer. 
For the case of a semi-infinite medium, we can put n=O in the above expressions. 

Then by simple calculation we can get 
1, 0, 0, 

[P]=[E,J- '= [ O, - ( l-a1 ), (2-a1 ), 

and 

- 1, 0, 

0, 1, 

Kr(f ) = (I-a1 ) /a1 , 
Kz(�)= l /a1. 

0, 

- 1, l l (A.7) 

(A.8 ) 

Suffix 1 in the above two equations denotes the semi-infinite medium. This result 
for a semi-infinite medium is derived in a different way in the book by SNEDDON(1951). 


